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 Accumulation of tens of blocks of processed cores in a system on chip has been made 

possible because the size of VLSI is considerably decreasing. When the systems on the 

chips (SOC) were introduced for the first time, pathways, regarding the uses they had in 
the architecture of the processors, were considered as the only possible way to build 

relationship between processing elements or processors and memories on chip. 

Pathways were not able to transfer this amount of data because of an increase in the 
number of processors and the complexity of the systems on chip . With the emergence 

of the systems on chip, the problems related to the transfer among processors and 

memories were solved . Rapid accumulation in technology and the increase of orbit 
complexity are among the reasons that can cause the probability of failure in different 

parts of systems on chip to increase quickly. Regarding the above points, designing a 

reliable NOC in which the probability of recovery from failure and failure tolerance is 
high has become greatly important. This article deals with designing and simulating an 

NOC, in which its components can tolerate failures with hardware overheads and 

reasonable power consumption. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

System On Chip is , in fact, an idea for accumulating electronic and computer parts altogether on a chip. 

These components or parts include a processor, an input-output unit or different kinds of memories. Each of 

them can have specific features like pathways with different width, different bandwidth and various 

communication protocols (Allen, D.,et al., 2002; Nilsson, E., 2004; Bjerregaarrd, T., 2006). The core is a 

hardware block that has been already designed and confirmed. It is used as the basic element for great and 

complicated applications. Some examples are DSP or ASIC and processors. The biggest problem that the 

designers of Systems on chip face is designing a communication structure to put different cores alongside each 

other. 

 

Network On Chip( SOC): 

As mentioned in the previous section, the biggest problem that the designers of the Systems On Chip face is 

designing a communication structure in order to put a number of different cores alongside each other. The 

common pathway system on chip is unable to put tens of cores on a chip because of the growing increase of 

transistors. In order to obtain the above-mentioned features, concept researches have presented networks on 

chips similar to those used in computer networks (Bennini, L. and G. DeMicheli, 2003; Guerrier, P. and A. 

Greiner, 2004; Bennini, L. and G. DeMicheli, 2005; Goossenes, K. et al., 2004; Dally, W.J. and B. Towles, 

2003; Rijpekema, E.,et al., 2004). This network is known as Network On Chip and indeed communication 

sections have been separated from computing sections. These networks, in addition to having unlimited, at least 

physically, scalability, are standardized and can create a structure that can be reused. This feature is of prime 

importance to designers because it decreases the time of designing and sends the products to markets earlier (5).  

 

Torus in Network On Chip( SOC): 

Torus: 
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The base of torus is in fact like the base of mesh. The only difference between them is that the routers 

around the margins of mesh connect to each other. In other words, the two navigators at both extremes of a line 

(column) are connected to each other by a long link.. In other words, the two routers at both extremes of a line 

(column) are connected to each other by a long link. Therefore, in this torus, the routers have similar structures 

with five ports. Figure 1 shows a torus with 4*4 dimensions. If compared with the two-dimensional mesh, the 

links of the torus have been doubled that leads to the increase of the network bandwidth. . Also, traffic 

distribution in torus is steadier due to extra links. The steadiness of all the routers is another advantage of these 

tours that increases the router’s reuse. The major problem of this torus is the inequality of the length of these 

links. (Kumar, S.,et al., 2002; Dall Osso, M.,et al., 2003). 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: Torus 

 

Torus Based on Tree Structure: 

Tree structure is one of the common structures in Networks on Chip that its various kinds have been 

offered. In all kinds of tree torus, operating blokes are placed in leaves and routers consist of the middle nodes 

of the tree. The easiest torus of this family is the binary tree in which every router only has three ports that one 

of them, as the father port, connects to higher level routers. Two ports play the role of the son that connect to 

low level routers or leaves. Figure 2 shows this torus. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2:Torus of binary tree. 

 

In this torus, the number of routers is lower than the number of operating blocks and in comparison with 

mesh, its routers are less complicated. One of the most important problems of this torus is its high traffic in high 

level routers that makes it inappropriate in the applications  that  all of operating blocks connect steadily to each 

other. 

 

Switching in Network On Chip( SOC): 

Switching system is responsible for receiving the package from a port and delivering it to the same outlet 

port of the switch. There are different classifications for switching. Switching methods are divided into orbit and 

package switching in terms of service quality guarantee and the way of giving router to a transfer (Bennini, L. 

and G. DeMicheli, 2005; Goossenes, K. et al., 2004; Dally, W.J. and B. Towles, 2003; Rijpekema, E.,et al., 

2004). 

3- Implementation of a new Switch fore the Proposed Architecture in Network On Chip 

Generally, this switch is very similar to the common switches. The only difference between them lies in the 

number of the ports. Unlike common switches that have 5 ports; the implemented port has 6 ports. 

 

Mesh Typology with Two Processing Elements: 

In the previous typology, there was one processing element for every switch. In the following typology, 

there are two processing elements for every switch. This typology will be implemented wit NOXIM Software 

and its performance will be evaluated (PratimPande, p., C. Grecu, 2005; Link, G.M.,et al., 2005). 

In mesh typology, every node (switch) is connected to a processing element (PE). In the two-element 

typology, figure 3, two processing elements are connected to every switch.  
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Fig. 3: A- Common mesh typology, B-new typology 

 

In NOim, every switch that includes router and buffers and other parts are implemented in a file called Tile. 

I NOXIM,different parts of network are implemented in separate files. In order to implement this network, these 

files should be modified.   

Table 1 indicates the results of comparing the principle mesh typology  with mesh, with two processing 

element, with xy  routing  and accident strategy with injection rate of0.01. 

 
Table 1: Comparison of the principle mesh typology  with mesh 

Mesh typology Mesh Typology with Two Processing 
Elements 

Parameters 

1462 1437 total number of received packages 

8560 8609 total number of received filts 

10.4774 9.86221 general delay (clock cycle) 

0.0627062 0.1143173 general throughput (clock cycle/filt) 

0.0594444 0.1178569 general throughput (clock cycle/filt) 

59 68 maximum delay (clock cycle) 

1.482e-05 1.19305e-05 Total energy (Joule) 

 

Table 2 shows the results of comparing the principle mesh typology  with mesh, with two processing 

element, with fully-adaptive routing  and buffer strategy with injection rate of 0.01. 

 
Table 2: Comparing the principle mesh typology with mesh 

Mesh typology Mesh Typology with Two Processing 

Elements 

Parameters 

1389 1399 total number of received packages 

8256 8388 total number of received filts 

9.68826 9.32881 general delay (clock cycle) 

0.0611652 0.113856 general throughput (clock cycle/filt) 

0.0573333 0.1156 general throughput (clock cycle/filt) 

49 54 maximum delay (clock cycle) 

1.31515e-05 1.04393e-05 Total energy (Joule) 

 

In the above table, the results of this typology are shown. In table 1,  the typology is shown in its usual state 

with usual rate of injection for XY routing. The new typology has also been tested with other algorithm. Table 

2, the results of fully-adaptive algorithm have also been tested. This results may have little and narrow changes 

in every  simulation. The discussed results are general results. In Table 1 and 2, regarding the results for the 

conditions that the packages are injected with usual rate, the received packages and filts in both typology are 

equal but not different. The general delay has been partially better because when they buffer,  the two 

processing element  can connect to each other, the packages that have the same source and target in a node will  

approach the network more quickly. But maximum delay will slightly increase because one processing element 

will be added to every router and the sending operation of the router is in such a way that if its buffer is full, it 

wil1 check other directions and after checking them, it returns to the processing element again. Therefore, 

maximum delay will increase in the worst state. With regard to operating power, the throughput of the both 

typology is almost equal. Operating power has been defined for every node and since there are two processing 

elements in every node, their operating power is equal (Guerrier, P. and A. Greiner, 2004; Bennini, L. and G. 

DeMicheli, 2005; Goossenes, K. et al., 2004; Dally, W.J. and B. Towles, 2003). Their energy has also been 

improved. Because the number of the nodes has been reduced to half and therefore the packages that are sent to 

a certain package pass by a limited number of nodes. So, little energy is used to send and receive a package. 

Figure 4 B shows the general energy chart in injecting the packages with different rates. It has been simulated 
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for packages with 80000 cycle, XY algorithm, buffers with 4 filt wide, maximum 10 and minimum 2 filt. Figure 

4 A also shows the efficiency chart in injecting packages with different rates and the same condition. 

 
 

Fig. 4 A: Efficiency chart in injecting packages with different rates 

 

 
 

Fig. 4 B:General energy chart in injecting packages with different rates 

 

Results and Implications for Further Research: 

The typology of two processing elements  was tested in two states. One of the main advantages of this 

typology is that it has two typology elements which reduce the number of routers to two. This typology has a 

performance exactly similar to that of the main mesh typology when the packages are injected naturally. The 

other advantage is that it has a lower consumption power. Its delay and throughput are also like those of the 

main mesh typology.  However, we must be aware that routers are quite more complicated because a buffer and 

some signals should be added to the second element. One of the future jobs is using circle buffers in switch 

structure. 
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